We study heterotic supergravity on the conifold and its Z 2 orbifold with Abelian gauge fields and three-form flux. At large distances, these solutions are locally Ricci-flat, have a magnetic flux through the two-sphere at infinity as well as non-zero five-brane charge. For a given flux, our family of solutions has three real parameters, the size of the pair of two spheres in the IR and the dilaton zero mode. We present an explicit analytic solution for the decoupled near horizon region where for a given flux, the size of the cycles is frozen and the only parameter is the dilaton zero mode. We also present an exactly solvable worldsheet CFT for this near horizon region. When one of the two cycles has vanishing size, the near horizon region no longer exists but we obtain a solution on the (unorbifolded) resolved conifold.
Introduction
Supergravity solutions with non-trivial flux profiles are a key tool in constructing four-dimensional, low energy models from string theory with reduced supersymmetry. Without flux, the low-energy models contain massless scalar fields; flux on the internal manifold provides a mechanism to potentially give a large mass to these fields. Breaking supersymmetry spontaneously, generating a small cosmological constant and providing conditions for slow roll inflation are several additional challenging aspects of low-energy model building.
Heterotic flux backgrounds have been the subject of consistent intensive research for a number of years, but concrete examples have been scarce. The BPS equations for N = 1 supersymmetry, which are known since the work of Hull and Strominger [1, 2] , indicate that the manifold is nonKähler, being instead conformally balanced. Furthermore, the Bianchi identity is non-linear in the NS-NS three-form H, hence particularly difficult to solve. Most of the works about the subject have considered a single type of such compactifications, given by principal two-torus bundles over a warped K3 base, known as Fu-Yau compactifications. These solutions were first obtained from type IIB orientifolds by S-duality [3] , and subsequently studied by several authors, see e.g. [4, 5, 6] . Interestingly there exists a worldsheet description of such N = 2 compactifications as a gauged linear sigma model with torsion [7] . Understanding more general solutions, and more specifically N = 1 solutions with SU (3) structure of phenomenological interest, is for the most part an open problem (see however [8, 9, 10, 11] for examples of gauged linear sigma-models relevant to this problem).
A useful tool for analyzing supergravity compactifications with flux is to consider non-compact internal manifolds which provide a local approximation to a compact model. This is especially relevant for heterotic supergravity since obtaining compact flux backgrounds is particularly difficult. The canonical example of such a non-compact manifold is the local conifold singularity in a Calabi-Yau threefold [12] . The conifold has been studied in type II superstring theories in great detail with numerous interesting results; early results on non-perturbative effects [13] included a resolution of the singularity in the worldsheet conformal field theory of the conifold; the relationship between open and closed topological strings was actualized on the conifold [14] ; the conifold provides very concrete models of holography [15, 16] ; finally, the conifold provides canonical examples of non-trivially wrapped D-brane configurations [17, 18] .
Our current work is very much in the same vein as [16, 17] except that we will be studying heterotic strings, and that the main class of our solutions will require a Z 2 orbifold of the conifold. It builds on earlier articles by one of the authors [19, 20] , where solutions of this type, first based on Eguchi-Hanson space (hence providing local models of Fu-Yau compactifications, see also [21] ), second on the conifold. An important step towards obtaining these solutions was to define a large charge limit, in which the contribution of the tangent bundle curvature to the Bianchi identity can be consistently neglected. Furthermore, it was proven that the "near-bolt" region of these solutions can be decoupled from the asymptotically locally Ricci-flat region, leading to smooth asymptotically linear dilaton solutions that admit exactly solvable worldsheet conformal field theory descriptions. We will provide in this work important generalizations of these solutions, based on non-Kähler metrics on T 1,1 cones, that share most of these features. These decoupling limits lead to asymptotically linear dilaton space-times, and are hence expected to have a holographic description, in terms of a four-dimensional N = 1 "little string theory" [22] . The low-energy dynamics of these non-gravitational theories -corresponding to the small r regions of the dual geometries -depends on the theory at hand. In the blow-down limit of the conifold, the E 8 × E 8 solution near the dilaton singularity is expected be lifted in M-theory to a smooth AdS 5 eleven-dimensional solution, dual to an N = 1 superconformal theory in four dimensions. In the Spin(32)/Z 2 theory the physics is very different; the resolved Z 2 orbifold of the conifold is expected to be dual to an N = 1 confining theory with matter; its field theory limit is appropriately described in the type I dual frame, where the confining string was identified in [20] as the fundamental string; in a way these solutions are heterotic versions of the Chamseddine-Volkov-Maldacena-Nuñez solution [23, 24, 17] . The more general solutions presented in the present article share the same qualitative features and enlarge significantly the parameter space of such holographically dual pairs.
Supersymmetry breaking is a key element in string model building. A very concrete mechanism was put forward in [25] , known as the KPV mechanism. Key to this mechanism is that in the Klebanov-Strassler background [16] one may have D3-brane charge dissolved in flux or coming from explicit sources. Due to the heterotic Bianchi identity dH (3) = α (TrF ∧ F − R + ∧ R + ) + δ(sources) (1) we can explore the possibilty that backgrounds such as ours may have the same conserved charges but where this charge is formed from different brane and flux configurations. There may then be tunneling between such vacua in the form of brane-flux annihilation [25] . We hope to return to this in the near future. Our paper is organized as follows: In section two we setup the BPS equations for our ansatz. In section three we present our full set of solutions on the orbifolded conifold. In section four we present solutions on the unorbifolded conifold. In section five we present the worldsheet model for the near horizon solutions. In section six we discuss the various charges which identify our backgrounds.
Relation to Previous Works: There are very few articles pertaining to local heterotic supergravity solutions for local throat geometries in the literature. Following [20] which we have already mentioned, a further supergravity analysis on the conifold appeared in [26] . The solutions in that work have a singular dilaton in the IR and in our notation have (r 2 H 2 ) = 0, in addition they are performing a sort of expansion in small a = r 2 H 2 . It is conceivable (despite some effort, we have not suceeded in checking this) that their work may be related to the blow-down limit of the near horizon solutions we present in section 3.2.2 but no others. We are confident that our analysis maps out the full parameter space of solutions within the large charge ansatz of section 2.2.
There are also some related works by Teng Fei [27, 28] (see also [21] for local models on EguchiHanson space). Any intersection with our work must be through a limit of these solutions which are a first order deformation around a Ricci-flat non-compact Calabi-Yau background. In general our solutions have non-vanishing flux at the zero-th order but in the limit where the size of the IR cycle is taken large, this flux becomes dilute and our solution is approximately Calabi-Yau.
Heterotic Supergravity on the Conifold
We begin by recalling ten-dimensional heterotic supergravity. The bosonic action reads [29] :
where R is the Ricci scalar, Φ is the dilaton, H (3) is the three-form flux, though gauge invariant by the Green-Schwarz mechanism [30] , it satisfies a non-trivial Bianchi Identity to be defined below. F is the curvature two-form of an E 8 ×E 8 or SO(32) gauge bundle. Furthermore R is the curvature two-form of a tangent bundle connection, required by quantum consistency of the theory. Which connection this is will be detailed below. Our notation for the norm of a p-form α is
For completeness, we also recall the ten-dimensional supersymmetry variations
where ψ m is the gravitino, λ is the dilatino and χ is the gaugino.
The BPS Equations
The BPS equations for heterotic supergravity dimensionally reduced on a general torsional background to four dimensions, while preserving N = 1 supersymmetry, are given below in the form presented in [31] . In heterotic supergravity one needs to choose a connection on the tangent bundle and in the subsequent expressions we assume that this is the Hull connection [2] :
where ω a b is the torsionless spin-connection one-form. Using the globally defined spinor on the internal six-manifold M 6 , one can construct a real two-form J and a complex three-form Ω which satisfy the SU (3) structure conditions:
Then the BPS equations which determine the geometry take the form of calibration conditions:
Equation (7a) is usually referred as the conformally balanced condition. The three-form Ω defines an almost complex structure, given by
where the tangent bundle endomorphism I is given by
The three-form Ω is then of type (3, 0) with respect to this almost complex structure. The conformally holomorphic condition (7b) is enough to ensure that J m n is integrable, so that M 6 is a complex manifold. The last equation (7c) is often referred to as a calibration condition.
Next, the vector bundle over M 6 should satisfy the instanton equations, namely
The last of these equations imply that F is of type (1, 1), which in turn implies that the vector bundle is holomorphic. Equation (10a) is referred to as the Yang-Mills condition. These equations are often referred to as the zero-slope Hermitian-Yang-Mills equations. Indeed, Li and Yau proved in the non-Kähler case that a holomorphic vector bundle on a compact complex manifold admits a unique Hermitian-Yang-Mills connection if and only if it is zero-slope [32] . These terms are however a bit misleading in our case, since we are not dealing with a compact space, nor need the connection on the bundle be hermitian in the sense that it is the Chern connection of a hermitian metric on the bundle. It should also be noted that the equations (10a)-(10b) can be rephrased in terms of a single anti-self-duality equation
which is sometimes a more convenient form. One can show that (11) requires F to be type (1, 1) and primitive 1 [33] . The Bianchi identity ties this data together and is of course modified by the Green-Schwarz mechanism:
As usual it is of some interest to confirm that the BPS equations and Bianchi identity imply the equations of motion. This is known to be true at O(α ) when the Hull connection is used. However, should one choose to utilize a connection different from the Hull connection 3 one must take into consideration additional corrections to the BPS equations and also the equations of motion. Bergshoeff and de Roo have computed in [29] the first non vanishing corrections the heterotic action and supersymmetry variations; they found that the first correction to the action is at O(α 3 ) and the first correction to the supersymmetry variations is O(α 2 ). However, they worked explicitly with the Hull connection. Other choices of connections are possible, corresponding to different regularization schemes in the space-time effective action [34] , or different field choices from the supergravity point of view [6, 35, 36] . Replacing the Hull connection with a general connection ∇ requires a correction to the gravitino and dilatino variations at O(α ). These corrections are given by
which agree with the corrections at leading order away from the Hull connection [37] . Here R is the curvature two-form of ∇. The only subsequent change to the action is that the Hull connection 1 A primitive n-form α on a symplectic manifold with symplectic form J satisfies J α = 0. 2 We take the gauge connection to be hermitian. For abelian bundles this means that F is real. is replaced by ∇. This correction to the supersymmetry variations subsequently give a correction at O(α ) to the Hull-Strominger system (7a)-(7c) (which would of course vanish for the Hull connection). Combining this with the results of [38] one finds that the corrected BPS equations and Bianchi identity imply the equations of motion at O(α ). If one was to use the O(α ) BPS equations such as in [38] , one would find the need to enforce the condition * R
to order O(α 0 ), where the curvature two-form is evaluated for ∇. One may refer to (14) as the instanton equation since it can be shown to be equivalent to Hermitian Yang-Mills for the curvature two-form (with connection ∇). In summary, for any connection which satisfies (14) on-shell (such as the Hull connection) the O(α ) corrections to the Hull-Strominger system necessarily vanish. It is perhaps of interest to note that the Chern connection does not necessarily satisfy (14) and thus may not in general provide a solution O(α ) corrected Hull-Strominger system.
When searching for exact solutions of the system, the Bianchi identity (12) provides complicated non-linearities. 4 Our strategy is to use a large charge limit such that the Tr R∧R term is suppressed by the Tr F ∧ F term. A further consequence is that both sides of (14) are subleading in our large charge expansion, therefore Einstein's equation is satisfied to the order at which we work. This is in the same spirit as the gauge solution of Callan, Harvey and Strominger [40] . One may note that as a result (14) is subleading to our analysis.
The Ansatz
The metric ansatz for our non-compact heterotic solution with SU (2) × SU (2) × U (1) isometry and four-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetry is ds 2 10 = ds
Our conventions about the SU (2) left-invariant one-forms on the conifold are given in appendix A. The NS-NS three-form ansatz is
and finally we choose an Abelian gauge bundle which is locally of the form
In these expressions (g 1 , g 2 , H, H 1 , H 2 , h 1 , h 2 ) and the dilaton Φ are dimensionless functions of the radial coordinate r; we will later fix reparameterization of r by eliminating H in terms of
The embedding of the Abelian gauge bundle into the Cartan subalgebra of so(32) or e 8 × e 8 is given in (17) by p and q, both vectors in R 16 whose quantization will be discussed in detail below. Furthermore and somewhat crucially, we assume that
with h 1,2 given by:
From the ansatz (17) for the field strength of the gauge field we find that
with
and where we have used
A crucial point at this stage is that, as in [20] , we will consistently neglect the Tr R ∧ R contribution from the tangent bundle to the Bianchi identity (12) . This may be viewed as an oversimplification but, as we will show, in a large charge limit q = ||q|| 1 this contribution is subleading in the 1/q expansion of the solution.
We get then in this regime two equations from the Bianchi identity (12) , relating the gauge field strength and NS-NS three-form ansätze:
We can integrate immediately eq. (30b) to get
where g c is an integration constant that will play an important role. The dictionary between these supergravity parameters and those that will appear in the worldsheet theory for the near-bolt solution, in section 5, is given by:
Summary of Equations
After this analysis we summarize the BPS equations here. There are four unsolved equations for five functions {Φ, f, H, H 1 , H 2 }:
and two functions in the ansatz (15, 17) have been solved for analytically giving two integration constants {a, g c }:
The functions appearing in the three form ansatz (16) are given by
Rescaling the radial coordinate and Fixing the Radial Gauge
To analyze the solution space when a = 0, it will turn out to be convenient to use the dimensionless radial coordinate ρ = r a .
In addition we will primarily use the gauge
Rescaling the remaining wrap factors as
we can then solve (33a) for the dilaton, and the system reduces to the coupled set of three nonlinear equations
5 here we use = ∂ ∂ρ in term of which the other functions in the solution ansatz (15, 16, 17) are given by:
We will now consider in the following sections two classes of solutions to these equations with different topologies.
3 Solutions from T
In this section we present solutions based on cones over T 1,1 /Z 2 endowed with non-Kähler metrics. The most straightforward solution is the flux-free solution with a Ricci-flat metric given in section 3.1. Then in section 3.2 we present an analytic solution which we interpret as the 'nearbolt' region of the more general asymptotically locally Ricci-flat solution we find numerically in section 3.3 .
Ricci-flat metric
The simplest solution to the equations in section 2.4 is that for the Ricci flat metric compatible with the Kähler structure on the anti-canonical bundle over F 0 = P 1 × P 1 . The horizontal space at constant r is T 1,1 /Z 2 , where the orbifold is needed to avoid a conical singularity at the bolt, which has a finite four-cycle P 1 × P 1 . This solution has of course H (3) = 0 and was found in some time ago in [41] . In this case one cannot neglect the Tr R ∧ R term in the Bianchi identity (12) but one can choose the standard embedding of the spin connection into the gauge connection (then, eq. (33c) is identically zero). Working in the radial gauge (37) the solution is given by:
This solution has two constants (a 1 , a 2 ) which correspond to the blow up parameters of the pair of two-spheres. The bolt sits at
and one easily checks that the periodicity of ψ must be ψ ∼ ψ + 2π for regularity, confirming that this is a resolution of a Z 2 orbifold of the conifold. When a 3 = 0 and a 2 = −1 one of the S 2 's degenerates to zero size at r = 0, thus an entire S 3 /Z 2 shrinks. With these values, the unorbifolded geometry with 0 ψ < 4π is also regular and coincides with the resolved conifold.
A more conventional choice of radial co-ordinate for this Ricci-flat geometry is H = 1 which leads to the following perhaps more familiar form of the Ricci-flat metric
with the bolt at r = 0. The resolved conifold is recovered by setting α 1 = 0 or α 2 = 0.
Near-Bolt Solution
We now present closed form 'near-horizon' solutions for both finite and vanishing blow-up parameter. These solutions are not asymptotically locally Ricci-flat but our numerical analysis shows how they can be glued to a 'far-brane' region which is locally Ricci-flat. As in [20] the former solution can be viewed either as an approximation of the full solution in the regime a 2 α p 2 , i.e. in a regime where the length scale associated with the backreaction of the three-form flux is much larger than the blow-up parameter a, or as obtained from the full solution through a double-scaling limit. Likewise, the singular solution, being strongly coupled in the IR, can be decoupled from the asymptotically locally Ricci-flat region by sending the asymptotic string coupling to zero.
Both solutions admit an exact worldsheet conformal field theory description that will be discussed shortly in section 5.
The Regular Solution
Using the radial coordinate given by (37) we have found an analytic solution to the equations of section 2.4 given by:
When the blow up parameter is non-vanishing (a = 0) the full ten-dimensional solution is then given by:
where we have absorbed the blow-up parameter by rescaling the radial co-ordinate and dilaton zero mode:
thus demonstrating that the parameters a and q have been completely absorbed. 6 There remain just three parameters {p,Φ 0 , g c }. The range of the radial co-ordinate is R 1; at R = 1 there is a bolt and the internal manifold approximates
Note that the dilaton is finite at the bolt. By analyzing the periodicity of ψ at the bolt we find 0 ψ < 2π and conclude that the horizontal space away from the bolt is T 1,1 /Z 2 , hence the total space is diffeomorphic to O(−2) → F 0 .
As was discussed in [20] , this near-bolt solution can be decoupled from the asymptotically locally Ricci-flat solution, that we will present in 3.3, using a double scaling limit, defined as
where g s is the asymptotic string coupling. 
The Singular Solution
When the blow up parameter vanishes (i.e. when a = 0) we obtain the singular solution, from which q disappears:
and the metric is
where the metric on T 1,1 is non-Einstein. While the metric is regular, this supergravity solution has a divergent dilaton for r → 0. We also note that since there is no bolt, the periodicity of ψ is not fixed by regularity at the origin and we may also consider the horizontal space to be T 1,1 without an orbifold, we will do so in section 4 and discover another branch of solutions.
Asymptotically Locally Ricci-flat Solution
We now construct numerically the full solution including the region far from the brane which is asymptotically locally Ricci-flat (ALRF). For a fixed g c , we find a parameter space of regular solutions of real dimension two.
Near-bolt Region
The boundary conditions near the bolt at r = α corresponding to the solutions of interest are given by:
so that the expansion of the metric on the internal manifold M 6 near the bolt reads:
and we find that the BPS equations impose the position of the bolt to be given in terms of the integration constants as:
as was found for the near horizon solution in subsection 3.2. The IR expansion of the metric functions is then given in terms of two free parameters {h 1,0 , h 2,0 }:
(54a)
such that the function g 1 in the three-form H and the dilaton read:
Using this parametrization, the analytic smooth near-bolt solution that was discussed previously is obtained by tuning the parameters to the values:
which lie at the lower bound on the regular solution space. These near-bolt values of (h 1,0 , h 2,0 ) correspond to a discrete shift in the UV asymptotics much like the near horizon values in the family of solutions reviewed in appendix C.
Asymptotic Region
The complete large r expansion of the functions f ,H 1 andH 2 involves both polynomials and powers of logarithms:
The explicit expressions for these expansion parameters for i 2 are rather involved. When h 1,0,0 = 0 and for i < 2 we find
which gives the gauge field function in eq. (17) as:
Note that with g c = 0 this decays slower than ρ −4 and is therefore not a normalizable harmonic form.
To summarize, the large r expansion of the ALRF solution involves four free parameters, which we found could be taken to be
The near horizon solution has h 1,0,0 = h 2,1,0 = f 3,0 = h 2,3,0 = 0 and different UV asymptotics, in
Interpolating Numerical Solution
We have found numerical asymptotically locally Ricci-flat solutions by shooting from the bolt in the IR. We display the key features of this numerical solution by focussing on the plots for f (ρ), this displays clearly the feature that the near horizon asymptotics f 3/4 are realized for some period before the plot jumps smoothly to the ALRF value of f 1.
In figures 1-4 we have plotted f (ρ) for g c = (0,
); one clearly observes a new feature emerge as g c in increased whereby a new dip forms between the two plateaus. As g c → 1
− this dip moves to the left ultimately pinching off the near horizon region. This limiting point will be the subject of section 4.
Another key feature is that for any given UV parameters (k 1 , k 2 ) the solution space it is twodimensional, parameterized by (h 1,0 , h 2,0 ). The lower bound on (h 1,0 , h 2,0 ) is given by the near horizon values. There is an upper bound on h 2,0 which with some effort one can determine numerically, when 0 g c < 1 this bound is less than h 1,0 . Indeed when h 2,0 = h 1,0 one of the finite IR two-spheres goes to zero size and one should recover the resolved conifold (which also allows for the periodicity 0 ψ < 4π). However as will be elaborated on in section 4 this limit requires in addition g c = 1. The decoupling limit of sections (3.2) only exist for h 2,0 = 0. This can be seen in the plots below where f (ρ) only approximates the near horizon solution if h 2,0 = 0.
The value of h 1,0 is unbounded and as it is taken large, the flux contribution to the equations is dilute and the metric approximates the Ricci-flat solution of section 3.1. So not only do the flux solutions in general interpolate in the radial direction between the near horizon solution and the Ricci-flat solution, in the parameter space of solutions, they interpolate between the exact near horizon and Ricci-flat solutions.
Vanishing of g c implies equality between k 1 and k 2 , we will take k 1 = k 2 = 10 5 . The near horizon solution then has
By allowing for h 2,0 to be nonzero, we generate a nontrivial profile for the metric function H 2 but as we see below, this rapidly falls to zero. This non-vanishing H 2 breaks spontaneously the Z 2 symmetry which exchanges the pair of two-spheres. From the metric ansatz (15) we expect that in general h 2,0 h 1,0 which agrees with what we find numerically. 
We include one set of plots where we have fixed h 2,0 to the near horizon value and varied h 1,0 and another set of plots where we vary h 2,0 . with varying h 1,0 (left) and varying h 2,0 (right).
We obtain g c = 2 3 from (k 1 , k 2 ) = (5 × 10 5 , 10 5 ). We now clearly see the development of nonmonotonicity in f (r) even when h 2,0 is set to the near-horizon value. with varying h 1,0 (left) and varying h 2,0 (right).
Curvature correction to the Bianchi identity
We have solved the Bianchi identity (12) by assuming that Tr F ∧ F , the contribution from the vector bundle, dominates the Tr R + ∧ R + term computed using the connection with torsion (5) on the tangent bundle of the internal space. We now justify that this approximation is consistent in the large charge limit p 2 , q 2 1, by evaluating Tr R + ∧ R + on-shell on the solution and demonstrating that it is subleading. For the near horizon solution of section 3.2, we find that we explicitly get:
and we can see that in a large charge limit p 2 , q 2 1 then Tr R + ∧ R + is suppressed by Tr F ∧ F . Beyond this large charge limit, the existence of the solution is ensured by the underlying exact worldsheet model that is discussed in section 5. 
The ALRF solutions are more difficult to analyze analytically. We have obtained analytic expressions in terms of the functions 8 {f, g 1 , g 2 , H 1 , H 2 }, which are rather more cumbersome than those in the g c → 0 limit of [20] . It is however quite instructive to plot the three inequivalent components of Tr R + ∧ R + for some of the various parameters considered in 3.3.3. We have included these plots in appendix D and they clearly demonstrate that Tr R + ∧ R + remains O(p 0 ) throughout and is thus suppressed by Tr F ∧ F . By way of example we include here the results for the Z 2 invariant case of k 1 = k 2 9 , which clearly show that Tr R + ∧ R + remains O(p 0 ).
8 by using the BPS equations we can eliminate the derivatives of these functions 9 The term proportional to dρ ∧ η ∧ (Ω 1 − Ω 2 ) vanishes when this Z 2 symmetry is preserved 
A Heterotic Resolved Conifold
In this section we present a class of numerical solutions which differ topologically from the previous ones. In these geometries only one S 2 is of finite size at r = 0 while a full three-sphere shrinks; this is nothing but the familiar resolved conifold, however endowed with a non-Kähler metric due to the three-form flux.
We find that these imposing these IR asymptotics is only possible at the boundary of the parameter space, namely by considering the limit:
which appears to be a singular limit of the near-bolt solution of section 3.2. This suggests that there is no decoupling limit, which would isolate the near-singularity region from the asymptotically locally Ricci-flat asymptotic region, for these solutions without a Z 2 orbifold of the T 1,1 base.
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Indeed g c = 1 would give k 2 = 0 which is a singular limit of the worldsheet construction in section 5. In the previous section we found that tuning (h 1,0 , h 2,0 ) to their near-bolt values discretely changed the UV boundary conditions, here we find that tuning g c → 1 discretely changes the IR boundary conditions.
The IR expansion of the equations (39a)-(39c) compatible with these boundary conditions is of the form:
where there appears to be two tunable parameters (h 2,0 , h 2,1 ). We can however eliminate one these two parameters by using the scaling symmetry of the BPS equations:
We use this to set h 2,0 = p 2 such that this branch of solution formally connects with the singular solution of section 3.2. The lowest order metric close to r = 0 can be written as
with r = r 2 . We see that up to an overall constant, a round three sphere shrinks at r = 0 and a two-sphere of radius R Numerical results for the metric function f (r) and the dilaton e 2Φ . We have set p 2 = 10 6 . The overall scale of e 2Φ can be absorbed into Φ 0 ; only the ratio e 2Φ| IR /e 2Φ| U V ∼ p 2 is physical
Our numerical results support the existence of a one parameter family of asymptotically Ricciflat solutions and are presented in figure 7 . We have found that e 2Φ| U V /e 2Φ| IR is bounded independently of the parameters of the solution and thus there is no possiblity of getting a divergent string coupling in the IR. As a result we have not found a near-horizon decoupling analogous to our solution in section 3.2. We have evaluated the Tr R ∧ R contribution to the Bianchi identity and found it to be O(p 0 ), we have included these plots in appendix D.
Worldsheet Model
In this section we will show that the near-bolt solution for the non-Kähler metric on O(−2) → P 1 × P 1 with an Abelian vector bundle, given by eqns. (45), corresponds to the target space of a solvable two-dimensional (2, 0) superconformal field theory. This results implies that this supergravity solution, that was found at leading order in a 1/p 2 expansion, actually extends to an exact solution of heterotic string theory. This worldsheet formulation will also allow to clarify the issues of charge quantization that will be discussed in section 6 from the supergravity viewpoint.
Near-bolt conifold from a gauged WZW model
As a starting point we consider an N = (1, 0) Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) model in two dimensions for
and gauge asymmetrically an Abelian subgroup in order to get a gauged WZW model G/H which will eventually provide a non-linear sigma-model with the conifold solution (45) as target space. We will present a rough outline of this construction since many of the details have only minor changes to the analysis in [20] where k 1 = k 2 , i.e. the Z 2 -symmetric solution with g c = 0, was considered. Our technique for constructing anomaly free (1, 0) gauged WZW models is also closely related to models discussed in [42, 43, 44] . Coset conformal field theories of this type are obtained through the following steps:
1. Gauge the bosonic part of the WZW model under an Abelian subgroup in an asymmetric way and minimally couple their left-moving fermionic superpartners to the worldsheet gauge fields, in a supersymmetric way. In general this produces both a 'classical anomaly', i.e. non-gauge invariant gauge couplings to the bosonic WZW model, and a one-loop anomaly from the charged left-moving fermions.
Embed the Abelian subgroup into U (1)
16 (the Cartan subgroup of SO(32) or E 8 × E 8 ) and minimally couple the corresponding 16 right-moving Weyl fermions. This minimal coupling results also in a one-loop anomaly.
3. Choosing the levels of the WZW models along with the embedding parameters of the gauge group from point 2, one should arrange for the total anomaly from these three contributions to cancel.
We provide below some details of the construction in the present example. First, we parametrize the group-valued bosonic two-dimensional fields (h(z,z), g 1 (z,z), g 2 (z,z)) of SL(2, R) k ×SU (2) k 1 × SU (2) k 2 in terms of Euler angles as follows:
where τ 1,2,3 are the Pauli matrices. The coordinate ϕ has periodicity ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2π; on the N -th cover of the group manifold SL(2, R), the time-like coordinate t has periodicity t ∼ t + 2πN . The levels of the WZW models are chosen such that one gets at the end a (2, 0) SCFT with left central charge c = 9, i.e. compatible with four-dimensional Minkowski space-time (the right central charge beingc = 6 + r v where r v is the rank of the gauge bundle). This condition sets the level of the SL(2, R) k model -which does not need to be integer, unlike k 1 and k 2 which are levels of compact groups -to the value:
As eventually a diagonal Z 2 orbifold will be needed in order to avoid the conical singularity at the bolt, the levels k 1 and k 2 of both SU (2) factors should be even integers as in [20] (this is imposed in fine by modular invariance of the torus partition function). We decompose these levels as follows:
such that k = 2ms 1 s 2 /(s 1 + s 2 ). For instance if k 1 = k 2 = 2m we have s 1 = s 2 = 1. We then gauge asymmetrically an Abelian subgroup of SL(2, R) × SU (2) × SU (2), defined by the group action:
where the integer parameters α 1 , α 2 and β parametrize the embedding of the Abelian subgroup H into G. The gauging parametrized by λ(z,z) produces an anomaly -both classical and quantum as explained before -which can be canceled at the quantum mechanical level by minimally coupling the right-moving fermions to the worldsheet gauge fields. We assemble the charges of the 16 currents in the Cartan subalgebra, {λ 2a−1λ2a , a = 1, . . . , 16}, into a 16-component charge vector p. Then the gauging is anomaly-free provided that the following condition holds:
This gauging by itself produces a coset CFT corresponding to a non-Einstein metric on T 1,1 with H-flux (discarding the SL(2, R) k factor).
The second gauging of the U (1) N factor, parametrized by {µ ι , ι = 1, 2} is an example of null gauging, as the left and right anomalies can be made to cancel separately, see e.g. [45] ; as a consequence, one can choose independent gauge-fixing conditions for µ 1 and µ 2 , effectively reducing the dimension of target space by two. The vanishing of the left classical anomaly implies that:
This condition is solved by chosing the embedding of the Abelian subgroup to be given by the parameters:
Then the right classical anomaly is canceled as before by minimally coupling the right-moving fermions provided that the corresponding charge vector q satisfies:
In order to avoid mixed gauge anomalies, one chooses the charge vectors to be orthogonal to each other in the Cartan subalgebra, i.e. such that p · q = 0. Taking into account the relations (70,75), defining the new angular variable ψ := ψ 1 + ψ 2 and choosing the gauge-fixing conditions
The worldsheet action for the bosonic degees of freedom of the gauged WZW model is then of the form:
where for instance k 1 S(g 1 ) denotes the WZW action for SU (2) k 1 . In addition one needs to add minimally coupled fermions to get the full action of the model. The couplings of the left-moving Majorana-Weyl fermions {ζ i , i = 1, . . . , 6} is dictated by worldsheet (1, 0) supersymmetry, while the couplings to the right-moving fermions {λ n , n = 1, . . . , 32} is only constrained by cancellation of gauge anomalies, see eqns. (73,76):
Large gauge transformations and charge quantization
The gauge-fixing conditions (77) allowed us to get rid of the gauge redundancy only for gauge transformations connected to the identity. There might be residual large gauge transformations 13 Here 2ms1s2 s1+s2 + 2 is the bosonic level of the right-movingŝl 2 current algebra.
that need to be carefully accounted for, as they would correspond to extra, undesirable orbifold actions.
In terms of the Euler angles, see eqns. (69), the gauged Abelian subgroup corresponds to the following coordinate shifts:
Given that all these coordinates are periodic, gauge-fixing conditions generically leaves unfixed a discrete Abelian subrgroup.
Singular conifold
The gauge symmetry parametrized by λ, acting on SU (2) k 1 × SU (2) k 2 , gives by itself (discarding the spectator SL(2, R) factor) a non-Einstein T 1,1 with H-flux, which is used to build the singular conifold solution (49) .
One can conveniently fix the gauge ψ 1 − ψ 2 = 0, the coordinate ψ = ψ 1 + ψ 2 being gauge invariant. This coordinate has the correct periodicity ψ ∼ ψ + 4π and without remaining large gauge transformations that we should take care of.
Resolved orbifold of the conifold
The gauge symmetry with parameter µ 1 can be gauge-fixed by choosing a gauge with t + ϕ = 0. The large gauge transformations that remain as a discrete gauge group are of the form µ 1 = 2π s 1 +s 2 (N a + b), with a, b ∈ Z, for the N -th cover of the SL(2, R) group manifold. A Z 2 subgroup acts non-trivially on the coordinate ψ as ψ ∼ ψ +2π. This orbifold of T 1,1 is exactly what is needed to avoid a conical singularity at the bolt of the manifold O(−2) → P 1 × P 1 , that was discussed in the supergravity analysis.
The gauge transformation ψ 1 − ψ 2 → ψ 1 − ψ 2 + 2λ + (s 2 − s 1 )µ 1 indicates that the gauge-fixing condition ψ 1 − ψ 2 = 0 that was chosen previously needs to be be modified to absorb the (partially gauge-fixed) µ 1 action. Thus in the case of the coset CFT corresponding to the resolved geometry the remnant discrete subgroup, whose elements are of the form
induces an orbifold action on the right-moving fermions minimally coupled to the gauge fields. As we eventually expect to get a heterotic non-linear sigma-model corresponding to the supergravity solution (45) such orbifold is not expected. Assuming that s 1 and s 2 (which are coprime positive integers) are both odd and otherwise generic, the unwanted orbifold action can be avoided at the expanse of quantizing the charges of the Abelian bundle as follows
Finally, one can take the gauge t − ϕ = 0 for the symmetry parametrized by µ 2 . The leftover discrete gauge symmetry transformations, of the form µ 2 = 2π s 1 +s 2 (N a − b) with a, b ∈ Z as before, will have generically a non-trivial action on the right-moving charged fermions (in terms of which the Cartan generators of the space-time gauge group are expressed). Likewise, one finds the quantization condition
The tadpole condition (76) is then given by
In other words, given thatq 2 is an integer, we get the consistency condition
Non-linear sigma-model from the gauged WZW model
Obtaining the background fields at leading order in α from this action requires to go through several steps: Once the dust has settled, one can first read from this lengthy computation the metric of the near-horizon solution:
The gauge field strength has first a non-normalizable part which reads, in terms of the vector of magnetic charges p:
The normalizable part which corresponds to the blow-up mode is locally of the form
14 One can at most allow the action of a Z 2 subgroup, as these right moving fermions are subject to a GSO projection onto even fermion number. In the Spin(32)/Z 2 theory for instance, one can considerp ∈ (Z + 1 2 )
16 as well, corresponding to bundles without vector structure, see section 6; the same holds forq. 15 It is also possible to obtain the exact expressions in α . For k 1 = k 2 it has been argued in [46] , following the general method of [47] that these corrections vanish, hence that the non-linear sigma-model is not corrected at the perturbative level; we expect the same to hold here.
Charges
In this final section we compute the charges of the solutions -both the gauge and fivebrane charges -and discuss charge quantization.
Gauge Charges
All the solutions obtained from the ansatz (15, 17) are characterized by an asymptotic magnetic monopole charge, given by:
with the two sphere at infinity is given by
The embedding of this magnetic charge in the Cartan of the gauge group given in terms of the charge vector p, and independent of the other charge vector q. In the infrared of the regular solutions (i.e. those diffeomorphic to O(−2) → F 0 ) there are two magnetic charges at the bolt r = a, through the pair of P 1 cycles. They are given by:
where the pair of two spheres are given by
and the integrals in (91a) and (91b) have been evaluated at the bolt R = 1. In addition we have used the identifications from the worldsheet (32). In addition, using the decomposition (71), the tapdole conditions (73,76) give (in the large charges limit m 1 allowing to neglect the subleading term in (76)):
In order to get proper quantization conditions, we first rescale the magnetic charges as in section 5, eqns. (82,83). We obtain then
Let us consider for example the Spin(32)/Z 2 theory. Imposing a Dirac quantization condition for the adjoint (two-index) representation of the gauge group, one finds two possible solutions
(95) The former case corresponds to bundles with vector structure, and the latter to bundles without vector structure. Assuming that s 1 and s 2 are both odd, and given that p and q are orthogonal, we can simply choosep,q ∈ Z 16 andp,q ∈ (Z + 1 /2) 16 respectively. 16 
Five-brane charge
The five-brane charge in these backgrounds is somewhat subtle due to the non-closure of the three form H (3) . There are two types of charge relevant to our solution 17 , the Maxwell charge Q M and the Page charge Q P :
where CS(A) is the Chern-Simons form for the Abelian connection A
and M 3 may be S 3 or S 3 /Z 2 . Note that the Page charge is required to be quantized since [50]
for any three manifold M 3 .
Maxwell Charge
Recall that b 3 (T 1,1 ) = 1, topologically there is a single three cycle and two canonical representatives of this class are
where {θ i,0 , φ i,0 } are constants. By computing the Maxwell charge with a Gaussian surface at large r, one hopes to enclose all the charge in the system but it is by now well-known that in local supergravity solutions such as ours the entire space has a non-zero charge density and thus the Maxwell charge is radially dependent [16] . In addition we find that there is a nontrivial profile for the charge density on the T 1,1 itself at any non-zero distance from the bolt and thus the Maxwell charge depends on the representative three-cycle which is chosen.
From our expression for the three form H (3) in (16) and taking into account the relative orientation of S 3 1 and S 3 2 we find that
where n ∈ {1, 2} account for the conifold and its Z 2 orbifold respectively. From this we see that unless h 2 = 0, the Maxwell charge depends on the choice of three-cycle it is computed from. We can understand the difference as the integral of TrF ∧ F over a 4-chain M 4 whose boundary is the different Lens spaces:
which is non-zero. We also note that both (h 1 , h 2 ) vanish at the bolt, so in particular
It is interesting to consider the radial dependence of the Maxwell charge. In particular when g c = 0 and the Z 2 symmetry is preserved (H 2 = 0), the function h 2 is independent of the boundary condition h 2,0 and thus has the same profile for the near horizon solution as for the family of asymptotically Ricci flat solutions. This is perhaps counterintuitive since as explained in section 3.3.3 the metric function f (ρ) has quantitatively different UV behavior for these two classes of solutions. For the near horizon solution (with n = 2) we have:
Hence the Maxwell charge (99)-(100), computed in the UV of the near-horizon solution, is always an (even) integer, see eq. (85) obtained from the worldsheet analysis. When 0 < g c < 1 the flux profiles have differing UV asymptotics for the near horizon and asymptotically Ricci-flat solutions, in addition they are not monotonic. We display the flux profile for g c = 1 3 below:
Page Charge
The Page charge is the best signal of the presence of brane sources, although away from the blow down limit of our solutions, the fluxes are regular everywhere and thus we expect the Page charge to vanish.
To compute the Page charge one must take care when choosing a gauge for the Maxwell field (17), we find that two patches are sufficient to cover T 1,1 : The gauge field A (1) is well defined on all of S 3 1 and likewise A (2) is well defined on all of S 3 2 and away from θ i = 0, π, they are related by a large gauge transformation. From this we compute
and so
where we have used the Bianchi identity (30a) and (31) . Looking at the worldsheet analysis, we see from (73) and (32) that
Thus integrality of the Page charge [50] is consistent with the requirement that k 1 , k 2 ∈ n 2 Z which we have also found from the worldsheet.
Since S 3 1 and S 3 2 are in the same homology class, they must be the boundary of a four-chain
However we cannot use Stokes theorem to integrate the Page current
on the four cycle since CS(A) is not well defined on the four cycle. One can use Stokes theorem on each of the two patches and then subtract off the integral of the current on the overlap. This integral on the overlap reduces to
where the S 2 × S 1 is located at θ 1 = θ 2 , φ 1 = −φ 2 . In this manner we find that
This analysis seems sufficient to demonstrate that in the regular solutions there is no five brane Page charge. We will comment on the singular solution in the next section.
The source-free Klebanov-Strassler solution also has a vanishing Page charge but adding BPS D3-branes to the background is the crucial step in obtaining the supergravity dual of the Mesonic branch of the gauge theory. It would be interesting to understand the mechanism for adding source five-branes in this heterotic background.
Singular Solution
The intuition one has from the gauged CHS solution is that zero size instantons are given by explicit five-brane sources. Indeed in the local heterotic solutions of [19] the blow down limit is precisely the Z 2 orbifold of the zero size CHS solution and thus corresponds to explicit five-brane sources. When the blow up parameter of our solutions is taken to zero size (see section 3.2.2) the dilaton and thus the Einstein frame metric is singular at r = 0. In this blow-down limit the flux function h 2 (r) becomes a constant whereas for the regular solution the flux function vanishes at the bolt. We interpret this as implying that the contribution to the Maxwell charge in the blow-down limit comes from explicit brane sources i.e. the RHS of the Bianchi identity has an explicit δ-function source.
Discrete Wilson Lines
There is another gauge transformation which must be taken into account, the shift of the gauge potential by a flat connection. Since
there exists discrete Wilson lines and as reviewed nicely in [51] , their Chern-Simons invariants may be non-zero. 
More generally we quote the result from [54] (reviewed in [51] ) for an irreducible gauge connection on S 3 /Z 2 embedded into SU (2), the answer being
where m ∈ Z and λ ∈ {0, 1 2 }. It is certainly possible to have the commutant of our gauge field from (17) in SO(32) or E 8 ×E 8 to be non-Abelian and contain an SU (2). A Wilson line perpendicular to both p and q will thus give a constant shift of the Page charges proportional to the Chern-Simons invariant evaluated on the flat connection. Wilson lines with a component parallel to p or q seem to give a Page charge which is not independent of the radial coordinate, we interpret this as indicating that only Wilson lines perpendicular to both p and q can be activated.
It may be possible to confirm this -presumably in a weaker form -in the near-horizon limit, using the worldsheet models presented in section 5. Indeed in that context an Abelian Wilson line as (113) corresponds to an embedding of the Z 2 orbifold of T 1,1 into the gauge lattice which should be compatible with modular invariance of the one-loop partition function.
A The Conifold
We include here some well known information on the conifold [12] , if only to establish notation. The singular conifold is a cone over T 1,1 ; the Ricci-flat metric, with SU (2)×SU (2)×U (1) isometry group, is given by:
where
and the left invariant one forms {σ i , σ i } are defined below in A.1. We note that
where we also use the two-forms
The five-manifold T 1,1 is diffeomorphic to S 3 × S 2 . Two representatrepresentativesives of H 3 (T 1,1 , Z) which we will find useful are given by
where θ i,0 and φ i,0 are constants. A representative 2-cycle in H 2 (T 1,1 , Z) is given by
but of course one is free to take any other representatives. The volume form on S 3 is
while the volume form on S 2 is
The range of the angles on
In this paper we study the Z 2 orbifold which shrinks the Hopf fiber of the S 3 by a factor of two such that:
19 One might like to recall that this S 3 /Z 2 is diffeomorphic to RP 3 and is also called the Lens space L(2, 1)
A.1 Invariant Forms
The left invariant one-forms on T 1,1 are given by
where {τ i , i = 1, 2, 3} are the usual Pauli matrices and 0 ψ < 4π. Note that we have used a common third Euler angle ψ for both sets of one forms. Explicitly we have (and similarly for σ i )
which satisfy
and cyclic permutations thereof.
B SU (3)-Torsion Classes
Six-dimensional supersymmetric heterotic compactifications to four-dimensional Minkowski space
give rise to SU (3)-structure manifolds (X, J, Ω) with a holomorphic bundle satisfying the BPSconditions (7a)-(7c). The fundamental forms satisfy the relations
B.1 Intrinsic Torsion
The intrinsic torsion T of a generic SU (3)-structure takes values in
where su(3) ⊥ ⊕ su(3) = spin(6). The torsion classes {W i } are given by
20 See e.g [31] for an overview of G-structures and intrinsic torsion.
Note that the Calabi-Yau condition is given by dJ = dΩ = 0, i.e. all torsion classes vanish. In terms of supersymmetric heterotic compactifications, the torsion classes are given by
In particular, the torsion class
is given by
We can compute W 3 explicitly in terms of the frame ansatz. We find
If we want our space to be conformally Kähler, we need W 3 to vanish. Taking the sum and difference between the terms in parenthesis, we find that we need to require
By an appropriate choice of radial coordinate given by H, we see that we can satisfy the first equation. The second equation will in general impose an extra constraint on the solution, which seems hard to solve in general. In particular, for the Near Horizon solution this reduces to the constraint that g c = 0, which implies that H 2 = 0. We can compute the torsion class for the radial coordinate choice given by (37) . We find
It follows that in order to have a conformally Kähler space, we should require the additional equation
again potentially over-constraining the system. In particular, the Near Horizon solution gives
which vanishes iff p 2 g c = 0. This corresponds to the Near Horizon solution of [20] , where H 2 = 0.
in terms of the parameter γ as follows:
When γ = 1 the expansion (148a) of c(r) truncates and the exact solution is that found in four dimensional gauged supergravity by Chamsedine-Volkov [23, 24] and uplifted to a ten dimensional solution by Maldacena-Nunez [17] :
This particular solution is not asymptotically Ricci-flat, in particular the dilaton diverges at large r. For any representative of the family discussed above, this CV-MN solution corresponds to an approximation to the near horizon region. It is a non-trivial fact that this near horizon region decouples and exists as an independent exact solution.
C.1.2 The Singular Solution
We can obtain a seemingly singular limit of the CV-MN solution by taking the large r limit, the resulting solution is itself an exact solution. We find
and
This is the exact but singular solution of the BPS equations found in [17] as a precursor to the regular solution, by analogy to our singular solution in 3.2.2 we interpret this as the solution with where the size of the three sphere is taken to zero. It was noticed in [17] that this does not satisfy the critera of [58] for a good singularity whereas our analogous heterotic solution in section 3.2.2 has a description in terms of an exactly solvable worldsheet conformal field theory and is thus regular in string theory. It would of course be interesting to provide a worldsheet description of the CV-MN solution and discover that this singular limit is regular in string theory.
C.2 G 2 Holonomy Manifolds
A two parameter family of G 2 holonomy metrics with SU (2) 2 × U (1) symmetry was found in [59] :
There is one second order differential eqation for the two functions 
and in addition one of (a, b) must still be fixed using reparameterization of the radial co-ordinate.
A particular simple solution to (154) is a = b, and gives a one parameter family with enhanced SU (2) 3 symmetry [60, 61] , which we refer to as the GPP/BS solution. Conventionally one takes a = 4 3 (r 3 − r 
The one real parameter is r 0 . By rescaling r → r 0 r we can normalize the size of the finite three-sphere to unity. In addition by setting r 0 = 0 we obtain a singular conical metric but it is understood that M-theory on this singularity is well-defined [62, 63] . To see the more general two parameter family of [59] , it is convenient to choose a slightly different radial coordinate, one then has an expansion at small r given by a = r 
with 0 ≥ y ≥ 1 . One interesting feature of this family is that with y = 0, the expansion truncates at first order and one has the GPP/BS solution (156) in a different radial coordinate. Thus at y = 0 one has an asymptotically conical metric while for 0 < y 1 one finds very different asymptotics, namely that the M-theory circle stabilizes at finite size.
C.3 IIA Supergravity with F 2 flux and Dilaton
One can reduce any G 2 holonomy manifold with a freely acting U (1) isometry to IIA supergravity with F 2 flux and dilaton. In string frame (152) 
This has a divergent dilaton at large r, a direct consequence of the fact that this G 2 holonomy metric is asymptotically conical. We interpret this solution as the near horizon limit of backreacted wrapped D6-branes, in much the same way as the CV-MN solution of appendix C.1 has a divergent dilaton and is the near horizon limit of backreacted wrapped NS5 branes. The more general solutions with reduced symmetry have an asymptotically constant dilaton much like the more general solutions of appendix C.1. One may consider these two families of solution to be mirror duals [64] . The reason we have reviewed this material is to highlight the features which are common to these type II flux solutions and the heterotic torsional solutions of section 3.
D Numerical Evaluation of the Bianchi Identity
In section 3.4 we promised further evidence for the supression of the TrR + ∧ R + in the Bianchi identity. In lieu of a slick argument for for the scaling of TrR + ∧ R + with the charges {p 2 , q 2 } we resort to numerically evaluating this term on shell. For the various choices of parameters presented in section 3.3.3 our results are as follows: 
